Quick Start WASHLET™ NEOREST AC 2.0 / EW 2.0
TCF996 / TCF994
[REAR]

Cleansing

Cleanses your rear.

[SOFT]ࠈWashes your rear with mild water pressure.
[FRONT]ࠈServes as a bidet for ladies.

Drying

When flushing and opening/closing the toilet lid and
toilet seat with the remote control

Flushing

[

FLUSH]
[

Perform a flush.

FLUSH]

Perform a light flush.

[DRYER]ࠈDries your rear.

Opening
and closing

[STOP]

Stopping Stops the operation.

[

]

Opens and closes the toilet seat.

[PRESSURE]

ƔYou can adjust the water pressure to one of five levels. ([-]: Softer, [+]: Stronger)
you press the button to flush, the position returns to the standard position(3rd position).
ƔƔWhen
If you do not want to return the wand to the standard position. (Manual Page 50)
[OSCILLATE]

ƔThe wand moves back and forth to wash

your rear thoroughly.
ƔThe setting changes between "ON" and
"OFF" each time the button is pressed.

[POSITION]

ƔYou can adjust the position to one of five positions.
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ƔWhen you press the button to flush, the position

Remote control back side

returns to the standard position (3rd position).
If you do not want to return the wand to the
standard position.(Manual Page 50)

Ɣ

[PULSATE]

ƔWashes with the water pressure
pulsating between soft and
strong.
ƔThe setting changes between
"ON" and "OFF" each time
the button is pressed.

Low battery warning LED
(Page 52)

ƔFunctions that operate when a button is pressed
during [REAR], [SOFT] or [FRONT] cleansing.

Note
ƔSitting back on the toilet seat makes it easier to
adjust the wand position and to reduce splashing.

PERSONAL SETTING
[USER1] / [USER2]

You can store your preferred wand position, water pressure and
water temperature a setting.
To store a setting
ࠈWhile cleansing is in progress, set your preferred wand position,
water pressure, and warm water temperature, and then press
and hold [USER 1] or [USER 2] for 2 seconds or longer.
To use
Press [USER 1] or [USER 2], and then press the button for
the cleansing you want to use.

Ɣ
Ɣ

MENU/RETURN button
ƔAdjust settings
ƔReturn to previous menu

Display screen
Ɣ Adjust settings, check status, etc.
The display goes out when no button on the
remote control is pressed for 1 minute or more.

Temperature adjustment
button
ƔAdjust temperatures

